C O N T E N T S
1. GENESIS: Why and how it all began – and how it nearly did not!
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2. HEALTH & SANITATION: The scepticism, the encounters, the battles, and the
war with mind-sets… “This shameless Programme discusses menstruation with
young girls” or “Television? Yes, and now. Toilet? No, and can wait”. Some of
these are yet to be won.

3. MAHILA MANDALS (MMS,

THE WOMEN’S GROUPS):
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The bedrock of the
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4. YUVA MANDALS/YUVTI SAMOOHS (YMS/YSS, THE YOUTH GROUPS): The
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2TQITCOOGCPFKVUVTKCNUD[ſTG

youth need to be energized and mobilized, as CORD knows…

5. BALWADIS (PRE-SCHOOL

NURSERIES)/ADULT LITERACY: Why the ‘readymade’ Balwadi children are so much in demand from primary schools, government and private, and how these humble Balwadis came to be the poor’s playschools.
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6. SOCIAL JUSTICE & INFORMAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE (SJ&ILA): Women and
their families overcame fatalism’s fatigue and discovered that one can grasp one’s
destiny in one’s own hands. Plus, the combat against alcohol abuse, the root cause
of domestic strife, with the Bal Senas (children’s armies) pitching in.

7. SELF HELP GROUPS/RESOURCE CENTRE (SHGS/RC): From no loans for
YQOGP VQ DCPMU YQQKPI VJGO QRGPN[ YKVJ EQNNCVGTCNU TGFGſPGF 1WV YKVJ VJG
moneylender!
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8. COMMUNITY BASED LIVELIHOOD (CBL): The challenges of integrating the
poorest of the poor, with a variety of innovations… mothers barter a handful of
vegetables for school stationery, or children work at a farm to help pay for their
school fees or uniforms; or backyard dairies, phone booths, and even women ‘manning’ a wheat thresher!

Interviews – with Swami Tejomayananda and Dr. Kshama Metre
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9. COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION (CBR): The journey of the differentlyabled (DA). Those who were once perceived as liabilities are now seen as deciUKQPOCMGTUCPFUKIPKſECPVEQPVTKDWVQTUKPENWFKPICFKHHGTGPVN[CDNGFRGTUQPYJQ
runs a model Yuva Mandal.

10. THE PANCHAYATI RAJ INSTITUTION (PRI): The age-old local body for selfgovernance, and the challenges that lie in the path of awakening this somnolent
colossus!

11. PARTICIPATORY NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (PNRM):

The
planet must be saved, and it needs a million small beginnings. Oh, and what happens when water comes back into one’s life.

12. ‘PRINCELY MORTALS’: 2TQſNGUQHFGGRN[ECTKPIHWPFTCKUGTUCPFFQPQTUŗKPcluding Dr. Sneh Chakraburtty, who was ‘appointed’ fundraiser by Swami Chinmayananda. Plus, a Model Village – the dream of a late donor.

13. OFFICE & ADMINISTRATION: (TQOCQPGYQOCPQHſEGCTO[VQVJGſTUVEQO-
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RWVGTCHVGT[GCTUQHVJG2TQITCOOGŏUGZKUVGPEGVQCHWNN[YKTGFQHſEGŗ
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14. ‘ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE!’ The space, the climate, the air pockets, and a
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tsunami too!

15. ON BALANCE! An executive summary, a quick overview.
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